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SIERRA WEBPAC 
Keyword Synonyms FAQ

 
 
What are keyword synonyms? 
Keyword synonyms allow patrons to search and find all results for keywords that have variant 
spellings in WebPAC. For example, in a library that does not use keyword synonyms, a patron 
searches for the keyword 'defense' and finds the title "The Wall Street Self-defense Manual: A 
Consumer's Guide to Intelligent Investing" by Henry Blodget. A search for 'defence', however, does 
not find this title, because the variant spelling of 'defence' occurs nowhere in the MARC data for 
this record. A search for 'defence' does find "Essential Brazilian Jiu Jitsu" by Marc Walder, because 
the library's bibliographic record includes a MARC 505 note field with the keyword-indexed term 
'attack and defence'. A search for 'defense' does not find the Walder title. 
 
Without keyword synonyms, a patron would need to know to include both 'defense' and 'defence' 
in keyword searches at this library to find all bibliographic records of potential interest. 
 
Where do we enter keyword synonyms on our system? 
In Sierra Admin, select System Files, Keyword Synonyms.  Click on Create Keyword Synonyms to 
enter a synonym pair. 
 
Where can we see what keyword synonyms have been input on our system? 
Current pairs are also viewed in Sierra Admin, select System Files, Keyword Synonym. 
 
Our library uses Spellcheck. Do we need keyword synonyms? 
Yes, most likely your library would benefit from inputting keyword synonyms. The Spellcheck 
Product, which must be purchased separately, allows a library to offer suggestions for corrected or 
alternate search terms in Advanced Word Searching. For example, if a user enters 'califronia' as a 
keyword search term, Spellcheck suggests "Did you mean california?" 
 
When a searched term is present in the keyword index, however, and a variant spelling for the term 
is also present in the keyword index, only keyword synonyms will allow the user to find all entries 
under both spellings with a single search. For example, if a user searches 'honour', the system will 
return records that are keyword-indexed under 'honour'. The system will do the same for a search 
on 'honor', returning records that are keyword-indexed under 'honor'. Neither term is a misspelling. 
Adding 'honour' and 'honor' to Keyword Synonyms will allow the user to find all records indexed 
under either 'honour' or 'honor' with a single search on either term. 
 
How can I tell if our library patrons aren't finding all available materials when keyword searching? 
 

https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgwpac/sgwpac_spell_check.html
https://documentation.iii.com/sierrahelp/Default.htm#sgwpac/sgwpac_spell_check.html
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Try some searches using common keyword synonym pairs that you have not added to your system 
and compare the results sets. 
 
For example, at one library, a search for 'twenty first' finds "Kiss the goat : a twenty-first century 
ghost story". A search for '21st' does not find the title. If the library added a keyword synonym pair 
for 'twenty first' and '21st', a keyword search on either term would find the title. 
 
Similarly, at the same library, a search for '21st' (anywhere in the keyword index) and 'arthur' (title 
words) finds "Chester A. Arthur : 21st President of the United States" by Rita Stevens. It does not 
find "Chester A. Arthur : twenty-first president of the United States" by Charnan Simon. Note, 
however, that at this library, a search for 'twenty first' (anywhere in the keyword index) finds the 
Rita Stevens title because of a key worded 520 note field: "Follows the life of the twenty-first 
president from birth to death, examining his childhood, education, employment, and political 
career". 
 
Another example from this library: 
'civilisation' (anywhere in the keyword index) finds 18 titles 
'civilization' (anywhere in the keyword index) finds 1580 titles 
 
Eight of the titles found via a keyword search on 'civilisation' would not be found with a search on 
'civilization', because none of the data in those bibliographic records contains the term 'civilization'. 
The library can make sure all titles are found for either search term by adding a keyword synonym 
pair for 'civilisation' and 'civilization'. 
 

Common keyword synonyms – KEYWORD SYNONYM PAIRS 
 

1st  first favor  favour 
2nd  second favorite  favourite 
3rd  third favors  favours 
4th  fourth fetus  foetus 
5th  fifth fiber  fibre 
6th  sixth flavor  flavour 
7th  seventh flavors  flavours 
8th  eighth forty  fourty 
9th  ninth gray  grey 
10th  tenth harbour  harbor 
11th  eleventh honor  honour 
12th  twelfth honors  honours 
13th  thirteenth honourable  honorable 
14th  fourteenth humor  humour 
15th  fifteenth industrialisation industrialization 
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16th  sixteenth industrialise  industrialize 
17th  seventeenth industrialised  industrialized 
18th  eighteenth inquiry  enquiry 
19th  nineteenth jail  gaol 
20th  twentieth judgment  judgement 
21st  twenty first labor  labour 
30th  thirtieth licence  license 
40th  fortieth maneuver  manoeuvre 
50th  fiftieth medieval  mediaeval 
60th  sixtieth modeling  modelling 
70th  seventieth mold  mould 
80th  eightieth neighbor  neighbour 
90th  ninetieth neighborhood  neighbourhood 
100  hundred neighbors  neighbours 
1000  thousand odor  odour 
1000000  million offense  offence 
abridgement  abridgment organization  organisation 
airplane  aeroplane organisational  organizational 
airplanes  aeroplanes organisations  organizations 
archaeological  archeological orthopaedic  orthopedic 
archaeologist  archeologist paleontology  palaeontology 
archaeology  archeology parlour  parlor 
armor  armour pediatric  paediatric 
behavior  behaviour pediatrician  paediatrician 
behaviorists  behaviourists pediatricians  paediatricians 
caesarean  caesarian pharmacopoeia  pharmacopea 
carbonisation  carbonization plough  plow 
cataloging  cataloguing pressurisation  pressurization 
catalogue  catalog prioritisation  prioritization 
centers  centres privatisation  privatization 
centre  center program  programme 
civilization  civilisation programs  programmes 
color  colour realize  realise 
complete  compleate romania  rumania 
counseling  counselling rumor  rumour 
counselor  counsellor savior  saviour 
criminalisation criminalization theatre  theater 
defense  defence tire  tyre 
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dialogue  dialog tires  tyres 
encyclopedia encyclopaedia traveled  travelled 
endeavor  endeavour traveling  travelling 
familiarisation familiarization traveller  traveler 

 
NOTE: Compound terms are always entered without a hyphen in the Keyword Synonyms file, e.g., 
'twenty first', not 'twenty-first'. 
 
Why does a keyword search on my system find titles that the same search on a similar library system 
does not find, even though the library owns the titles? 
 
Keyword searching results are dependent on indexing choices made by the library. One library's 
keyword index rules may differ from another library's keyword index rules. Similarly, two libraries 
may have bibliographic records for the same title, but those records may not be identical, resulting 
in differences in terms present in the keyword indexes at the two institutions. 
 
How did you construct your search? Searching one or more keywords against a 'slice' of the index 
will most likely return different results than a search where all key terms are searched against the 
entire keyword index. 
 
Additionally, if a library has implemented keyword synonyms, that library may have chosen to 
include synonym pairs that another library has chosen to exclude (or vice versa). 
 
Why would we input a keyword synonym pair if we have no bib records that contain one of the 
variant spellings in the pair? 
 
Keyword synonym pairs allow a user to search either of two variant spellings of a keyword and find 
bibliographic records that contain either term where the term is present in the keyword index. Even 
if a term is not present in your library's bibliographic data, if your patrons are likely to perform an 
advanced keyword search using a variant spelling, then having the keyword synonym pair in your 
library's Keyword Synonyms file means your patrons will find records even if they use a spelling of a 
keyword that does not exist in your data. 
 
For example, if you performed a keyword search for "Peace Support Training Centre", without 
knowing for sure where the Peace Support Training Centre is located or the spelling of 'centre' in 
the place name, would you be more likely to search for 'Peace Support Training Centre' or 'Peace 
Support Training Center' first? Including a keyword synonym pair for 'centre' and 'center' in your 
Keyword Synonyms file means that all users will find all titles with either spelling present in key 
worded record data, regardless of how the users enter their keyword search. 
 
Patrons can also easily miss finding records with common (but often unremarked) spelling 
variations, for example, when keyword searching 'grey' but not 'gray' or 'traveler' and not 
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'traveller'. If your library does not have these terms in your Keyword Synonyms file, try keyword 
searching both spellings in your catalog. You may be surprised at the results. Including keyword 
synonyms for these types of variant spellings can help the library serve all patrons better. 
 
 
 
 
This publication is supplied for the exclusive use of customers of Innovative Interfaces with the 
understanding that it shall not be shown or distributed to anyone outside of the customer's 
organization without the prior written permission of Innovative Interfaces. This publication may be 
copied only if the copies are for the exclusive use of staff members of libraries that have purchased 
the Innovative system. 
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